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Abstract

Droughts are a recurring hazard in sub-Saharan Africa, that can wreak huge

socioeconomic costs. Acting early based on alerts provided by early warning

systems (EWS) can potentially provide substantial mitigation, reducing the

financial and human cost. However, existing EWS tend only to monitor cur-

rent, rather than forecast future, environmental and socioeconomic indicators of

drought, and hence are not always sufficiently timely to be effective in practice.

Here we present a novel method for forecasting satellite-based indicators of veg-

etation condition. Specifically, we focused on the 3-month Vegetation Condition

Index (VCI3M) over pastoral livelihood zones in Kenya, which is the indicator

used by the Kenyan National Drought Management Authority (NDMA). Using

data from MODIS and Landsat, we apply linear autoregression and Gaussian

process modeling methods and demonstrate high forecasting skill several weeks

ahead. As a bench mark we predicted the drought alert marker used by NDMA

(VCI3M< 35). Both of our models were able to predict this alert marker four

weeks ahead with a hit rate of around 89% and a false alarm rate of around 4%,
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or 81% and 6% respectively six weeks ahead. The methods developed here can

thus identify a deteriorating vegetation condition well and sufficiently in advance

to help disaster risk managers act early to support vulnerable communities and

limit the impact of a drought hazard.

Keywords: Drought; Forecasting; Early Warning Systems; Disaster Risk

Reduction; Landsat; MODIS

1. Introduction1

Droughts are a major threat globally as they can cause substantial damage2

to society, especially in regions that depend on rain-fed agriculture. They par-3

ticularly impact food security by significantly reducing agricultural production4

(Lesk et al., 2016) and raising food prices (Nelson et al., 2014; Brown and Kshir-5

sagar, 2015), which often leads to increased levels of malnutrition, migration,6

disease, and other health concerns (Piguet et al., 2011; Stanke et al., 2013). The7

majority of droughts occur in sub-Saharan Africa (EM-DAT, 2019) where many8

communities rely on predictable rainfall patterns for their livelihood.9

In East Africa, the main economic activity in the arid and semi-arid lands10

(ASAL) is subsistence rain-fed agriculture, as well as livestock farming using11

pastures and grasslands as the main source of fodder. As a result, the pas-12

toral and agro-pastoral communities who live in these drylands are particularly13

vulnerable to drought (Nyong et al., 2007; Orindi et al., 2007), especially since14

their existing coping strategies have been compromised by population growth15

and land use change in recent years (Galvin et al., 2001). Governments and16

donor agencies in the region have thus developed several tools and early warn-17

ing systems (EWS) to mitigate the impact of droughts on pastoralists.18

Most EWS tend to monitor current key biophysical and socio-economic fac-19

tors to assess the possible exposure of vulnerable people to specific hazards.20
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However, once the impacts are visible, it may be too late to mitigate the conse-21

quences (Kogan et al., 2013). Hence there is growing interest in moving toward22

a proactive humanitarian approach to disasters by developing preparedness ac-23

tions based on climate forecasts (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015; Lopez et al.,24

2018; Wilkinson et al., 2018). Additionally, it is estimated that being better pre-25

pared before a drought hits significantly reduces the costs and losses from these26

disasters (Venton et al., 2012). Hence, EWS now increasingly include expert27

knowledge and qualitative assessments of seasonal climate forecasts to assess28

the future development of food security, and define actions to mitigate possible29

losses (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015; Tozier de la Poterie and Baudoin, 2015).30

However for drought conditions, a meteorological drought does not always lead31

to negative agricultural outputs (Bhuiyan et al., 2006). There is thus a growing32

interest to include forecasts of the impacts of these hazards (WMO, 2015; Sai33

et al., 2018; Sutanto et al., 2019).34

In Kenya, following several periods of intense drought, the government es-35

tablished the National Drought Management Authority (NDMA) in 2016, to36

set up and operate a drought EWS, as well as to establish drought prepared-37

ness strategies and contingency plans. The NDMA provides monthly bulletins38

assessing food security in the 23 ASAL regions using current biophysical (e.g.,39

rainfall, vegetation condition) and socio-economic (production, access, and util-40

isation) factors. One key biophysical indicator used by the NDMA drought41

phase classification is based on the Vegetation Condition Index (VCI, Kogan,42

1995; Klisch and Atzberger, 2016; Rulinda et al., 2011; Rojas et al., 2011).43

The VCI, which expresses the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)44

in terms of where it currently lies within its expected range for the given pixel,45

is one of a number of satellite-based indicators that have been developed to de-46

tect and monitor drought (Zargar et al., 2011). While there is little agreement47
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between VCI and precipitation-based meteorological drought indicators (Quir-48

ing and Ganesh, 2010; Bhuiyan et al., 2006), it is strongly linked to agricultural49

production and widely used to identify drought onset, intensity, duration, and50

impact (Jiao et al., 2016). The NDMA uses the 3-month averaged VCI (VCI3M)51

in its operational EWS (Klisch and Atzberger, 2016). Once the VCI3M goes be-52

low a threshold of 35, the NDMA triggers a rapid food security assessment and53

has access to the National Drought Contingency Fund in order to implement its54

preparedness strategies and contingency plans.55

The main goal of this paper is to explore machine-learning techniques to56

forecast the vegetation indices that are commonly used in the pastoral areas of57

Kenya to monitor droughts. In order to provide useful information to drought58

risk managers, we aim to identify the right balance between forecast lead time59

and uncertainty. To this end, we evaluated the performance of our approaches60

up to ten weeks ahead.61

Based on NDMA’s experience, we particularly focused on the pastoral liveli-62

hood zones as the VCI3M is more reliable in identifying drought condition for63

grazing and browsing in the more arid regions of the country. Several studies64

have developed statistical and machine-learning approaches (Udelhoven et al.,65

2009; Meroni et al., 2014; Zambrano et al., 2018; Vrieling et al., 2016) to predict66

end-of-season crop, forage and biomass production. Recently, Matere et al.67

(2019) developed a decision support tool based on a mechanistic model to68

estimate 6-monthly forecasts of forage condition. Here, we specifically focus69

on Gaussian Process modelling (GP, Rasmussen and Williams, 2006), and lin-70

ear autoregressive (AR) modelling (e.g. Hamilton, 1994) to forecast NDVI and71

VCI3M, which are derived from both Landsat (every 16 days at 30 m resolution)72

and the MODerate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS - daily data73

at 500 m resolution). GP modelling uses kernel-based non-parametric Bayesian74
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inference on the structure of correlations between observations, and is widely ap-75

plied to classification, interpolation, change detection and forecasting problems76

(Brahim-Belhouari and Vesin, 2001; Chandola and Vatsavai, 2011; Camps-Valls77

et al., 2016; Upreti et al., 2019). Linear AR is the regression of future obser-78

vations on past observations, assuming a linear dependence. Previously it has79

been performed on monthly (i.e. temporally more sparse) NDVI data, see for80

example Asoka and Mishra (2015) and Papagiannopoulou et al. (2017), with81

mixed results in terms of forecasting potential (R2-scores between 0 and 0.4 at82

a lead time of one month).83

2. Study area84

In Kenya, the livestock sector accounts for 13% of the national GDP and 43%85

of its agricultural GDP. Livestock farming mainly occurs in the ASAL which86

cover about 80% of the country (UNDP, 2013; FAO, 2014). In these regions,87

the pastoral communities rely on pastures and grasslands as the main source of88

fodder (Behnke and Muthami, 2011). Thus, providing information on pasture89

productivity to these communities is key in times of drought.90

For the ASAL regions, the NDMA reports every month the VCI3M value at91

county level as well as over the different livelihood zones within the county. This92

study focused on the 10 (agro)-pastoral livelihood zones (see Fig. C.8), which93

cross 15 counties. The names of the 29 livelihood zone county intersections can94

be found in Fig. 1; these are our regions-of-interest, which we refer to simply as95

‘regions’.96
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Figure 1: Maps of Kenya showing (a) Livelihood Zones and County intersections (Regions of
Interest (ROI)) from which pixels were sampled for analysis, and (b) land-cover classification
(according to the MODIS MCD12Q1 data). Analyses were performed for 29 regions, defined
by pastoral livelihood zone and county intersections. A map showing the livelihood zones can
be found in Fig. C.8 in the Supplementary Material.

3. Methods97

This research is based on two satellite-based Earth observation datasets,98

Landsat and MODIS. Description and justification of data selection, and a com-99

parison between the two datasets can be found in Supplementary Material A. It100

should be noted that the analysis is based on a random subsample of the pixels101

within each of the 29 regions (Fig. 1). A summary of the entire work from data102

preparation to forecasting drought can be seen in Fig. 2.103

3.1. Data preprocessing104

3.1.1. Landsat105

Temporal gridding and gap-filling on the Landsat data was done using Gaus-106

sian Process (GP) regression. For a given pixel, the GP regression took raw107

data as input, fit a temporal correlation structure to the data, and used this108

to output a time series of expected NDVI values, with observations provided109
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MODIS (MCD434A)  
500m daily

Derive NDVI

Sample 100 Grassland 
pixels per region 

Fill gaps 
(quadratic interpolation) 

Landsat 5, 7, 8  
30m 16-Day
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flags 
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Autoregressive and Gaussian 

Process
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Savitzky-Golay 
smoothing 

Spatially aggregate 
NDVI and VCI time series

Temporal average to obtain 
composite VCI3M

Figure 2: A flow chart of the data processing and analysis.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the GP approach used for the Landsat data. In “forecast mode”, the
correlations in the data up to a given date furnish a GP model, which can then be used for
forecasting. In the “non-forecast mode”, the entire time series is used to train the GP, and
provide a ground truth for the forecast.
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every Saturday over the studied time period; see Figure 3 for an illustration110

and Supplementary Material B.1 for details. Two versions of GP gap-filling111

were carried out, which we refer to as forecast mode and non-forecast mode.112

For the non-forecast mode, the full time series from the given pixel were used113

to train the GP. The non-forecasting mode was used as the “ground truth” to114

test forecasts against. The forecast mode, by contrast, only used data up to a115

certain date, whichever date a forecast was being attempted from - since when116

doing forecasting with a near real-time data stream, one does not have access117

to future data.118

3.1.2. MODIS119

Weekly NDVI composites were obtained for each pixel by taking the mean120

(after cloud masking) of all available data over a 7-day time period. Gaps121

in the weekly time series were then filled using quadratic interpolation. Gaps122

longer than 6 weeks were left unfilled, see Supplementary Material B.2 for123

details. The gap-filled time series were then smoothed using the Savitzky-Golay124

method (Savitzky and Golay, 1964) to filter high-frequency measurement noise.125

The smoothing involved fitting, for each pixel, a polynomial to a window centred126

on the observation, and then replacing that observation with the output of the127

polynomial fit. The polynomial order was set to 2 (i.e. quadratic function)128

and the window length to 7 weeks. (Note that the combined interpolation and129

smoothing procedure does two rounds of quadratic interpolation where there are130

gaps, but that these are distinct: the interpolation fills a gap of up to 6 weeks131

with one quadratic function, while the smoothing modifies only one observation132

per fitted quadratic function.)133
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3.2. Indices134

On both datasets, VCI time series were constructed from the NDVI time

series according to the formula:

VCIi = 100× NDVIi −NDVImin,i

NDVImax,i −NDVImin,i
, (1)

where NDVImin,i and NDVImax,i are the minimum and maximum observed val-135

ues for the NDVI of the pixel for the week of the year at time point i. The136

data within each region were aggregated taking the mean of the sampled pixels137

at each time point. Thus forecasting was applied on a single time series for138

each region. Finally, VCI3M was calculated as the mean VCI across the 12139

weeks leading up to the given time point. Additionally, aggregate time series of140

NDVI anomaly were constructed (i.e., seasonal mean-subtracted NDVI, some-141

times referred to as absolute anomaly; results for forecasting this can be found142

in Supplementary Material C).143

With Landsat data, the mean, maximum and minimum value for the NDVI144

in (1) was computed using the non-forecast mode GP interpolated time series.145

Then forecast mode and non-forecast mode versions of each index were created.146

With the MODIS data, since large gaps were unfilled, whenever there were fewer147

than 25 individual pixel observations from a particular region at a given time,148

it was decided that there should be no datum in the aggregate VCI time series149

for that region (i.e., there should be a gap in the time series). Additionally, if150

the current aggregate NDVI observation was not present, a gap was placed in151

the VCI3M time series. Else, the mean was taken over all present observations152

from the most recent 12 weeks.153
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3.3. Forecasting154

Machine-learning techniques offer a data-driven, empirical route to forecast-155

ing. Many different data inputs could be used to forecast these vegetation156

indices (e.g. precipitation and precipitation forecasts). However, perhaps the157

most simple is to use the past history of the indices themselves. This has the158

practical benefits of readily available data over large areas. Additionally, this159

approach will also take advantage from the fact that these indices are subject160

to plant growth and climate cycles giving periodic behaviour on large temporal161

scales that can be empirically modelled, while external perturbations, such as162

water availability, have persistent impact providing correlations on short tem-163

poral scales. Forecasts of NDVI anomaly and VCI3M were made using two164

separate methods, respectively based on Gaussian Process modelling (GP) and165

linear autoregressive (AR) modelling.166

GP forecasting was performed by fitting a GP to the forecast mode aggregate167

time series for the index in question, and then using the GP to extrapolate.168

For details on GP modelling, see Supplementary Material B.1. The key step169

involved fitting a temporal correlation structure to the time series, i.e. a kernel170

k(t, t′) that describes the covariance between the index at any two times t and171

t′. The kernel with the highest evidence was the Radial Basis Function (RBF):172

kRBF(t, t′) = σ2
RBF exp

(
− 0.5

|t− t′|2

l2RBF

)
, (2)

where σ2
RBF and lRBF are the signal variance and the length scale, respectively,173

and the modelling was carried out with the best fit version of this.174

AR forecasting was performed with the following model-fitting and extrap-175
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olation method. For forecasting n weeks ahead, the following model was fit:176

Xt+n =

p−1∑
i=0

aiXt−i + εt , (3)

where X is the index in question, subscripts denote the date (week), ai are177

model coefficients, εt are the residuals (i.e. the errors), and p is called the model178

order. (This model assumes zero mean, so for VCI3M, the mean was removed179

prior to fitting the model, and then added back again after using the model to180

forecast the deviation from the mean.) Fitting the model to a segment of data181

involved finding the model coefficients that gave the minimum sum-square error,182

i.e. led to residuals with the minimum variance. To make a forecast, the model183

was fit using the most recent T consecutive observations (where T is called the184

training segment length), and then used to predict the observation n weeks after185

the most recent observation. This forecasting method was carried out along the186

entire available time series, fitting a distinct model to each segment of length187

T . The model order was set to p = 3 and the training segment length was set188

to T = 200, since forecast skill plateaued at these values.189

3.4. Forecast assessment190

Several metrics were used to assess the performance of the forecast methods191

tested on the data. In addition to RMSE, the R2-score and the percentage of192

standard deviation remaining, S, were used. These are given by:193

R2-score = 1−
∑

i(yi − fi)2∑
i(yi − ȳ)2

, (4)

S = 100×
√∑

i(yi − fi)2√∑
i(yi − ȳ)2

, (5)
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Table 1: Performance statistics of VCI3M forecasts with lead times of 2, 4 and 6 weeks. Data
for slope and intercept show ordinary least squares estimates ± standard error.

Landsat GP MODIS AR
2 4 6 2 4 6

weeks weeks

R2-score 0.99 0.95 0.87 0.99 0.96 0.88
RMSE 1.8 4.2 6.8 1.8 4.3 7.0
slope 1.0±0.0 1.1±0.0 1.1±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0
intercept -1±0 -2±0 -3±0 0±0 0±0 0±0

where the yi are the true data, and the fi are the forecasts. Note that S ≡194

100 ×
√

1−R2-score. To test for bias, we performed a linear regression of195

the actual index on the forecast index, and extracted the slope and intercept.196

Finally, receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed for197

forecast-based drought-alert detection.198

These performance indicators were also used to assess the sensitivity of our199

methods in space (comparing the results by region) and in time (to account200

for seasonality). Additionally, the forecast methods were evaluated for various201

drought categories (Klisch and Atzberger, 2016), compared against a persistence202

forecast (i.e. forecast obtained by taking the most recent observation to be203

the forecast value), and the impact of data gaps on forecast performance was204

analysed.205

Forecasts on the MODIS data were assessed from January 1st 2004 onward,206

which was approximately the earliest date for which there were sufficient prior207

data for the AR method to be applied. Forecasts on the Landsat data were208

assessed only from January 1st 2014 onward, since the GP gap-filling method209

required training on data up to this date.210
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Figure 4: Contour plots of VCI3M against two, four and six weeks VCI3M forecasts. (a,c,e)
show forecast performance for the GP method on Landsat data, and (b,d,f) show forecast
performance for the AR method on MODIS data (across the 19 regions for which a 4 week
forecast was possible more than 50% of the time, see main text for details).
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4. Results211

4.1. Forecast value accuracy212

The GP and AR forecasting methods were applied, on each of the two213

datasets, to regional aggregate VCI3M time series. We focus on performance214

results of GP forecasting on Landsat data and AR forecasting on MODIS data215

since these two combinations of data and forecasting method performed the216

best (as measured by R2-score). We looked at lead times of up to ten weeks217

(see Figures C.4 and C.5). However, due to increasing uncertainty, the results218

provided here focus on two to six weeks forecasts of VCI3M.219

Contour plots of forecast against actual data for two, four and six week220

forecasts are shown in Fig. 4. Table 1 shows the R2-scores, RMSE, slope and221

intercept from each of these plots, and demonstrates that there is substantial222

forecast skill from each method at each lead time (R2-scores are substantial), and223

that the forecasts are unbiased (slopes are all approximately 1, and intercepts224

approximately 0). Corresponding results for NDVI anomaly time series can be225

found in the Supplementary Material, in Fig. C.3 and Table C.5. The much226

higher R2-scores for VCI3M compared to NDVI anomaly is due to the fact227

that VCI3M is the 12 week composite of weekly VCI observations, and thus228

there is much greater correlation between VCI3M at time t and VCI3M at time229

t + (2, 4, 6) weeks due to overlap in the composited weeks. Notwithstanding230

this, each forecasting method performed substantially better than a persistence231

forecast of VCI3M (i.e. taking the most recent observation to be the forecast232

value). For example, the AR method on the MODIS data achieved an RMSE233

of approximately half that of the persistence forecast for a lead time of 4 weeks,234

see Fig. C.6 in the Supplementary Material.235

For both methods, the forecast time series sometimes lag behind the true236

time series, since changes not foreseen by the models are incorporated only once237
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Figure 5: Sample aggregate VCI3M time series from the intersection of Baringo county and
livelihood zone 24 from (a) Landsat and (b) MODIS (solid lines). Dotted lines show forecasts
at a lead time of 4 weeks, as given by the GP method on the Landsat data, and the AR
method on the MODIS data.

they are observed, see Fig. 5 for examples. The two methods sometimes make238

different types of error. The GP method is more likely to predict a value that239

is closer to the long-term mean than the true value. This is because a priori240

to taking into account the most recent observations, the model assumes the241

forecast observation will be equal to the long term mean. By contrast, the AR242

method is more likely to predict a continuation of the recent trend. This is243

because the model assumes a continuation of the recent frequency profile, so if a244

faster-than-average trend is seen in either direction, the trend will be predicted245

to continue (Hamilton, 1994).246

Due to the presence of non-interpolated gaps in the MODIS time series,247

there were weeks when a forecast assessment was not carried out on these data,248

see Table B.2 for details. For 15 of the regions, a 4 week forecast could be made249

on more than 90 percent of weeks; however, for some regions, a forecast could250
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Table 2: RMSE in VCI3M forecast, for the true vegetation condition belonging to the different
categories of drought, at lead times of 2, 4 and 6 weeks. Drought categories are defined by
the VCI3M index: wet by VCI3M>50; normal by 35<VCI3M<50; moderate drought by
20<VCI3M<35; severe drought by 10<VCI3M<20; and extreme drought by VCI3M<10.
(The extreme drought criterion was not met in any of the Landsat data.)

Drought category Landsat GP MODIS AR
2 4 6 2 4 6

weeks weeks

Wet 2.2 5.3 9.0 2.2 4.8 7.5
Normal 1.7 3.4 5.0 1.6 4.0 6.5
Moderate drought 1.5 3.2 5.0 1.5 3.7 5.7
Severe drought, 1.1 2.5 5.5 1.4 3.3 5.4
Extreme drought 1.1 2.9 4.8

rarely be made, see Fig. C.9e in the Supplementary Material.251

Additional checks were included to test the sensitivity of the methods to252

drought severity and seasonality. The methods, when computed separately for253

each of the five categories on the NDMA drought scale (Klisch and Atzberger,254

2016), perform better in terms of absolute RMSE when there was a state of255

drought than when the vegetation condition was normal or wet (Table 2). This256

could be explained by the fact that when conditions are relatively normal, the257

subsequent conditions could go in various directions. However, when there is258

an extreme drought, it is likely that it will persist (because vegetation cover is259

already below-normal). Note though that the relative RMSE as a proportion260

of the VCI3M value appears to be similar during drought than during normal261

vegetation condition. Neither method exhibited large seasonal differences, see262

Fig. 6. However, for the GP method applied to Landsat data at a 6-week lead263

time, RMSE is high at the start of the season but drops noticeably during the264

course of the season, suggesting that it is harder to predict how a season will265

start but easier to forecast how it will proceed once started.266

The fact that seasonal differences in RMSE are not substantial provides re-267

assurance that the forecast accuracy estimates are not inflated by the gap-filling268

during preprocessing. If this were the case, there would be a sustained drop in269
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Figure 6: RMSE of VCI3M forecast for each week of the year. (a) GP forecasting on Landsat
data. (b) AR forecasting on MODIS data. Grey shading indicate the rainy seasons, March-
May and October-December.

RMSE during the more overcast months of the year (March to May and October270

to December). While the GP forecasts on the Landsat data were computed from271

time series on which no future data were used for the interpolations (see 3.1),272

for the MODIS data interpolations did make use of future data. Therefore, to273

obtain further reassurance that performance estimates of AR forecasting on the274

MODIS data were not inflated, a plot was made of RMSE at 4 weeks lead time275

against percentage of pixels from which a good observation was obtained on the276

date of the forecast, see Fig. C.7 in the Supplementary Material. There was no277

apparent correlation (Pearson coefficient was 0.01), and hence it was concluded278

that the gap-filling was not leading to inflated forecast performance.279

4.2. Drought event forecast: ROC curves280

To assess the usefulness of the AR and GP methods for drought forecast-281

ing, we tested their ability to detect specific drought events, as defined by the282

NDMA’s alert threshold (VCI3M<35, Klisch and Atzberger, 2016). ROC curves283

were plotted for the detection of VCI3M<35 at lead times of two, four and six284

weeks, see Fig. 7(a, b). These curves show the probability of predicting a state285

of drought (VCI3M<35) when there will be a state of drought, i.e. hit rate,286

against the probability of predicting drought when there will not be drought,287

i.e. false alarm rate, for varying binarisation thresholds on the forecast. We fur-288
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Figure 7: (a) ROC curve for drought detection (VCI3M < 35) for lead times of 2, 4 and 6
weeks using the GP method on Landsat data. (b) ROC curve for drought detection using the
AR method on MODIS data. (c, d) Respectively for the GP method on Landsat data and the
AR method on the MODIS data, hit rate versus false alarm ratio for forecasting a transition
to drought (VCI3M< 35) given that the vegetation condition is normal (VCI3M> 35) on the
date of the forecast. The curves are plotted from applying different thresholds to convert
the continuous forecast into a binary forecast of drought or no drought, see text for details.
The shaded circles show the point obtained from forecasting drought when the predicted
VCI3M<35.
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Table 3: False alarm rate and hit rate (respectively, expressed in percent) for different regions
in Kenya and at different lead times. This is based on forecasting drought if the predicted
VCI3M is less than 35 (different performances could be obtained with different warning thresh-
olds (see Figure 7. Regions are composed of the following zones: North – Z1,3 and 5; East –
Z7, 9, 10 and 11 and South – (Z15 and 18))

Regions Landsat GP MODIS AR
2 4 6 2 4 6

weeks weeks

All 2 96 4 87 5 78 2 97 4 91 7 84
Z24 2 99 4 91 5 82 2 98 5 94 8 88
North 1 97 2 88 3 76 2 98 6 93 11 87
East 3 94 5 85 6 77 3 97 6 91 10 85
South 1 96 3 88 4 77 2 98 6 94 11 90

ther tested the ability to detect the onset of drought, see Fig. 7(c, d). For this,289

the hit rate was defined as the probability of predicting a transition from the290

normal condition (VCI3M>35) to the drought condition (VCI3M<35), given291

that this transition occurs; and the false alarm ratio was defined as the proba-292

bility that a prediction of this transition is incorrect, given that this transition293

has been predicted. These curves give an indication that both methods have294

high skill at forecasting droughts, as measured by the VCI3M, as far as six weeks295

ahead. The AR forecast appears to do better than the GP forecast at predicting296

transitions from normal conditions to drought, which can be explained by the297

tendency of the AR forecast to predict a continuation of the recent trend, while298

the GP forecast is more likely to predict a reversion to the long term mean299

value.300

The ROC curve performance is not highly dependent on the region (see Table301

3). Even for the wetter Eastern regions, for which observations are sparser due to302

cloud cover, the hit and false alarm rates only differ by 1 to 2 percentage points303

compared with those computed across all regions. Further, ROC curves for304

predicting the NDMA drought categories of severe (10<VCI3M<20) or extreme305

(VCI<10) drought look similar to those for detecting VCI3M<35, see Fig. C.10306

in the Supplementary Material.307
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5. Discussion308

Droughts are complex and hence inherently difficult to define and measure309

(Mishra and Singh, 2010). A large number of satellite-based indicators have been310

developed to identify meteorological, hydrological, and agricultural droughts311

(Zargar et al., 2011; AghaKouchak et al., 2015) with each performing well in312

space and time to a certain degree (Zhang et al., 2017). This paper uses two313

machine-learning methods to provide short-term forecasts of the 3-month VCI314

(VCI3M), which is used by Kenya’s National Drought Management Authority315

(NDMA) in their drought Early Warning System (EWS). We have investigated316

the skill and robustness of our forecasts in a number of ways. Both of our meth-317

ods showed high sensitivity and specificity for prediction of drought conditions318

(VCI3M<35) as well as the onset of drought, at lead times of 2, 4 and 6 weeks319

(see Fig. 7). They also perform better than a persistence forecast (a factor of320

two in RMSE for VCI3M, and R2 improvement of 0.12). Compared to a similar321

study that used a Artificial Neural Network model to predict future VCI for322

four Kenyan counties (Adede et al., 2019), our forecasts provide higher skill, as323

they showed R2-scores of 0.78 for a 1-month VCI3M forecast compared to 0.95324

and 0.94 for our methods. Moreover, our two methods provide robust results325

with either dataset (i.e., MODIS and Landsat), and are not impacted by the326

preprocessing steps. Finally, the methods present a high skill in forecasting327

drought irrespective of the region, the drought category, and the season.328

A very important strength of our methods is the high level of skill. It is329

instructive to understand the origin of this skill; particularly as it may be sur-330

prising since the methods are rather simple and do not include other variables331

(e.g., rainfall, precipitation). Part of the explanation is that, by using the in-332

dicators themselves to determine the forecast, we do track all the factors that333

impact the vegetation (e.g., disease, soil memory and land-use change) and not334
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just meteorological factors. Additionally, the natural growth cycles of vegeta-335

tion and their response to environmental factors introduce temporal correlations336

(persistence) in the indices which can be exploited in short-range forecasting.337

Furthermore, the VCI3M metric used in this study, and by the NDMA, is ad-338

ditionally smoothed over three months. This smoothing adds temporal depen-339

dency, which in turn increases the measured skill. It is important to recognise340

that this last improvement in skill comes from the inclusion of current data,341

so it is not a pure forecast and skill metrics should not be directly compared342

with skills of e.g. VCI forecasts. Nevertheless, the high apparent skill is ex-343

tremely valuable to disaster risk managers who need to make decisions based344

on uncertain information (Wilkinson et al., 2018).345

There are an increasing number of forecasting studies and methodologies for346

pastures that focus on several indices, with different lead times, and with vary-347

ing skill (Matere et al., 2019; Adede et al., 2019; Papagiannopoulou et al., 2017;348

Meroni et al., 2014). Often, new forecast information developed by scientists to349

help the development and humanitarian sectors enhance disaster preparedness350

and response goes unused due to a “usability gap” between knowledge produc-351

ers and users (Lemos et al., 2012). In our study, we aim to bridge this gap by352

focusing on VCI3M, a drought indicator that is currently used by the NDMA353

to classify drought severity in the arid and semi-arid regions of Kenya. Addi-354

tionally, decision makers need reliable forecasts to develop robust anticipatory355

actions in order to mitigate the impacts of drought with limited financial re-356

sources (Wilkinson et al., 2018). Our methods provide skillful VCI3M forecasts357

with detailed information of hit rates and false-alarm ratios, which are often used358

to define anticipatory actions (see the Red Cross/Red Crescent Forecast-based359

Financing (FbF) manual for more information1). Finally, the methodology is360

1http://fbf.drk.de/fileadmin/Content/Manual FbF/01 Manual/01 Manual For Forecast-
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also rather simple and easy to implement as it only relies on one data input361

derived from satellites, which are available globally. The methods can thus be362

applied everywhere, providing there is sufficient capacity and calibration data.363

Such co-production strategies allow us to bridge the usability gap (Dilling and364

Lemos, 2011; Lemos et al., 2018) and provides confidence that our forecasting365

methods may be used.366

We have also concentrated on methods that produce accurate short-term367

forecasts, rather than less-certain, but longer-range forecasts. We can speculate368

that while the latter might have greater value, the former might be more readily369

adopted in the monthly county bulletins released by the NDMA. Indeed, the370

forecasts developed here could, for example, help establish a new drought phase371

classification (‘Early Alert’) which, along with adequate preparedness actions372

developed by the disaster risk managers, would minimise the risk of a worsen-373

ing drought condition. Anticipatory drought management strategies based on374

this ‘Early Alert’ could for example focus on livestock vaccination programmes,375

livestock movement monitoring, or the repair of strategic water sources which376

enhance the resilience of these communities before a drought hits.377

Forecasts alone do not necessarily lead to good anticipatory actions. Whilst378

acting ahead of disasters is on average more financially effective than responding379

to an event (Venton et al., 2012), traditionally the humanitarian agencies tend380

to respond to disasters as financial resources are only available during or after an381

event. Additionally, due to the uncertainty in the models, anticipatory actions382

based on such forecasts do raise the risk of “acting in vain”, which may have383

substantial negative impact on the humanitarian sector in the short term (Lopez384

et al., 2018). These agencies thus need access to adequate financial resources,385

e.g. FbF (Coughlan de Perez et al., 2015) to fund anticipatory actions based on386

Based-Financing.pdf
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skill-assessed forecast in order to factor in the possible negative consequences387

of acting in vain. For the forecast methods developed in this study, the chance388

of acting in vain will be low due to the high level of skill, which will ultimately389

lower the barriers to uptake.390

6. Caveats and Future Work391

As discussed above, our methods are already sufficiently skillful that they392

are usable as they stand. However, we have identified some minor limitations393

and relevant improvements to enhance the functionality, skill, lead-time and394

impact of our forecasts.395

Our analysis has been based on relatively small samples of the available396

pixels, aggregated, spatially, at the level of the pastoral livelihood zone and397

county intersections. This limits the localisation specificity of our predictions.398

Additionally, our methodology using Landsat merges data from various land399

covers which may reduce accuracy. The processing of all pixels can be achieved400

within reasonable computational constraints and will allow us to aggregate over401

specific regions of interest. For example, one could perform the analysis for402

specific land covers within a county, or for individual grazing units, which would403

provide greater accuracy and additional functionality.404

Our forecasts are currently unavailable, or are less accurate, in periods during405

or following cloud-cover gaps. More subtly, our validation will have favoured406

dry season observations, which are less affected by cloud cover, and this will407

have an impact on the validation of the forecast performance. However, as we408

found little variation in performance throughout the seasons we do not think409

these are significant problems. The impact of cloud cover will be reduced when410

all pixels are processed and aggregated.411

As with any machine-learning method, the forecast and its estimated skill412
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are only appropriate for the types of vegetation and environments for which it413

has been calibrated. The quality that we have obtained in different regions of414

Kenya gives us some confidence that the skills will not be substantially different.415

Nevertheless, the calibration, validation and skill assessment of the forecast will416

be an essential element of a practical and general tool. Future work should also417

explore how long a temporal baseline is required for good calibration. This will,418

in principle, allow a truly global forecasting tool.419

The error estimates we currently provide in our forecasts are derived from the420

global validation of our performance. They should thus be correct on average421

but the errors will be overestimated in some situations while, correspondingly,422

underestimated in others. Future development can provide error estimates that423

are tailored for the specific conditions and data availability.424

The indicators we have chosen are well motivated through their use in the425

existing EWS operated by NDMA. Identifying the most appropriate and useful426

indicators of such hazards is the subject of much debate and investigation (see427

e.g., Zargar et al. (2011); AghaKouchak et al. (2015); Zhang et al. (2017)).428

But they may not be the most suitable to quantify the relevant socio-economic429

impacts of droughts (Sutanto et al., 2019). Subject to data availability, similar430

machine-learning approaches could be applied to more direct socio-economic431

indicators tracking food insecurity, such as malnutrition, food prices, or livestock432

condition.433

Perhaps the most-significant limitation of our methods is that they are only434

appropriate for relatively short lead-times. Although a 4-week lead time can be435

useful, most contingency plans and drought preparedness policies are developed436

over seasonal timescales. It is thus key to extend this lead-time. While current437

observations of precipitation and temperature had little impact, including other438

observed climate variables (e.g., ENSO, sea surface temperature, Funk et al.439
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(2008)) or seasonal climate forecasts may enhance skill and lead times.440

Future research will also be required on the effectiveness of the practical441

implementation of forecasts in EWS (Wilkinson et al., 2018). Clearly-defined442

triggers (e.g., threshold values based on forecasts, which may vary in time and443

space) will need to be defined and assessed and optimised against suitable per-444

formance metrics. Similarly, effective anticipatory actions need to be defined445

by the decision makers in relation to these triggers. Adequate policy and in-446

stitutional arrangements will be needed to allow the various actors to engage447

and interact with a long-term perspective on risk management. This in turn,448

requires financial systems that can be accessed based on such forecasts to be449

able to act across various timescales before the disaster occurs (i.e. Forecast-450

based-Finance).451

7. Conclusion452

In conclusion we have developed two new forecasting methods which exploit453

the inherent temporal correlation in vegetation indices to provide highly skill-454

ful, short-range forecasts of VCI. The choice of input data, output indicators,455

simplicity of implementation, and demonstrated skill argues that these methods456

will be useful for drought early warning systems. We have identified ways this457

can be improved, but there is clear evidence here that our statistical persistence458

model provides strong skill over useful lead times. This can be an important459

contribution to anticipatory drought risk management in Kenya460
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Supplementary Material847

Supplementary Material A. Data selection and comparison of datasets848

Supplementary Material A.1. Landsat849

Landsat-5, 7 and 8 (Roy et al., 2014) red and near infrared (NIR) surface850

reflectances and quality assessment (QA) data over the 10 pastoral livelihood851

zones of Kenya, from January 1st, 2000 to February 1st, 2019, were obtained852

using the United States Geological Survey (USGS) EarthExplorer. Specifically,853

data from 1 000 pixels within each region were drawn from the Level-1 Precision854

Terrain (L1TP) processed dataset, which has well-characterized radiometry and855

is inter-calibrated across the different Landsat sensors. The spatial resolution856

of these data is 30m and the repeat interval is 16 days. Using the QA data,857

observations classified as clear from clouds or cloud shadows were kept. Pixels858

with fewer than half of the observations over the full time period were discarded859

(and replaced with an alternative random selection, with a few exceptions, see860

Fig. C.9). The surface reflectances were combined to obtain NDVI.861

Supplementary Material A.2. MODIS862

NDVI data were also gathered from the surface reflectances obtained from863

the daily, 500-meter resolution MODIS Terra/Aqua Nadir BRDF-Adjusted Re-864

flectance product (MCD43A4,v006; Schaaf and Wang, 2015). Data from Febru-865

ary 22nd, 2000 up to February 1st, 2019 were acquired via the NASA Land866

Processes Distributed Active Archive Center. QA maps files with binary qual-867

ity flags were used to remove poor quality data resulting from cloud or unreliable868

BRDF corrections. Data were drawn from 100 pixels within each region, out of869

those that had been identified as grassland by the MODIS land cover classifica-870

tion maps (MCD12Q1,v006).871
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Supplementary Material A.3. Comparison of the two datasets872

The key differences between the two datasets are the spatial and temporal873

resolutions, see Table A.1. The Landsat data have higher spatial resolution,874

whilst the MODIS data have higher temporal resolution. Since forecasting was875

being attempted at the level of large scale regions (livelihood zone and county876

intersections), and at a weekly temporal resolution, the expectation was that the877

MODIS data would have advantages, assuming individual Landsat and MODIS878

observations have similar signal-to-noise ratios. The processed MODIS time879

series with weekly observations have less measurement noise because they are880

composites of 7 daily observations (that themselves are 16-day composites of881

measurements taken every 1-2 days), whereas the processed Landsat time series882

are derived from more temporally sparse data (up to 3 different Landsat mis-883

sions, each yielding one observation every 16 days). Landsat data would have884

advantages in different applications where forecasts on smaller spatial scales are885

required. The Landsat data also has the advantage that the quality flags and886

cloud masks are defined on smaller scales.887

The differences between the MODIS and Landsat datasets produced slightly888

different ‘true’ aggregate time series on which to assess the interpolation and889

forecasting methods. In addition to the different temporal resolution of the890

observations supplying the final time series, the MODIS data were aggregated891

across 100 random grassland pixels from each region, whereas the 1 000 Landsat892

Table A.1: Table comparing Landsat and MODIS products

Feature Landsat MODIS

Spatial
Resolution

High resolution at 30m Medium resolution ranging
from 250m to 1 km

Temporal
Resolution

16-day sampling (8-day
when both Landsat-7 and 8
are used

Daily sampling monitoring
dynamic variables

Quality Cloud coverage at 30m Cloud coverage at 500m
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pixels analysed were randomly distributed over the whole of each region. In893

choosing how many pixels to analyse per region, there is a trade-off between894

using a larger number of pixels for higher accuracy, and a smaller number of895

pixels for lower computational cost. Fewer MODIS pixels were used than Land-896

sat pixels since they correspond to larger spatial regions. Both these choices of897

number of pixels should be sufficient for high accuracy of results, since for Land-898

sat data the R2-score comparing the average of all pixels from a region with the899

average of 100 or 1 000 random pixels was 0.990 and 0.9993 respectively. The900

MODIS grassland classification was not available at Landsat resolution, thus un-901

ambiguous classification of the smaller Landsat pixels was not possible. This is902

unlikely to have made much difference to pixel selection, given that the pastoral903

livelihood zones are mostly grasslands (Fig. C.8).904

Supplementary Material B. Further details on preprocessing905

Supplementary Material B.1. Gaussian process modelling906

A Gaussian Process is a probabilistic model defined as a collection of ran-907

dom variables for which any finite subset has a joint Gaussian distribution (Ras-908

mussen and Williams, 2006). Formally, for the present application of interpo-909

lation or extrapolation of a time series, with observation at time t denoted by910

Xt, the model is911

Xt ∼ N
[
Y (t), σ2

r

]
, (B.1)

Y (t) ∼ GP [m(t), k(t, t′)] . (B.2)

Here Y (t) is the true value of the observed index, and the measurement noise912

is σr, so that an observation Xt is a normal random variable with mean Y (t)913
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and standard deviation σr. The true values Y (t) are also normally distributed,914

with the mean at time t given by the mean function m(t), and the covariance915

between values at times t and t′ given by the kernel function k(t, t′). To carry916

out interpolation or extrapolation from a time series, existing data are used to917

fit the mean, m, kernel, k, and measurement noise σr, and then expected values918

are produced for the desired times, based on the obtained fit.919

For gap-filling on individual Landsat pixel NDVI time series, the model was920

determined as follows, using the Pyro programming package for Python. The921

mean, m(t), was assumed to be constant, and the mean of the whole time series.922

To determine the kernel, Compositional Kernel Search (Duvenaud et al., 2013)923

was used. Specifically, a search through all the following kernels, and products924

and sums of pairs of them was carried out: Linear, Radial Basis Function (RBF),925

Periodic (with period p set to one year), Rational Quadratic, and Matern. The926

highest marginal likelihood was achieved by Radial Basis Function (RBF) plus927

Periodic (kRBF + kP), so this combination was selected as the kernel:928

kRBF(t, t′) = σ2
RBF exp

(
− 0.5

|t− t′|2

l2RBF

)
, (B.3)

kP(t, t′) = σ2
P exp

(
−2

sin2(π|t− t′|/p)
l2P

)
. (B.4)

There were thus 5 parameters to fit for each time series (σr, σRBF, lRBF, σP, lP).929

These were learned using Stochastic Variational Inference (Hoffman et al., 2013).930

For the forecasting on the aggregated NDVI anomaly and VCI3M, a pure931

Radial Basis Function kernel was used, since for these anomaly indices, the932

periodic component is not present, see Section 3 in the main manuscript.933
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Table B.2: Comparison of outcomes for different choices of maximum allowed interpolation
length Lmax on the MODIS data. R2-score of 4 week AR forecast and the percentage of the
time that it was possible to make a forecast, for Lmax = 4, 6, and 8 weeks. Numbers show
the median across all regions.

Lmax (weeks) R2-score Forecasts attempted (%)

4 0.60 84
6 0.58 93
8 0.63 98

Supplementary Material B.2. Gap-filling for MODIS934

Interpolation of gaps in the raw MODIS time series was not carried out when935

the length of the gap was longer than a certain maximum, Lmax. In choosing936

Lmax, a trade off between quality and quantity of remaining observations had937

to be made: a small Lmax would lead to fewer forecasts being attempted, but938

interpolations closer to the ground truth, while a large Lmax would lead to939

more forecasts being attempted, but with these forecasts being assessed against940

interpolations that are potentially far from the ground truth. The choice Lmax =941

6 weeks was made, after exploring a range of values and finding R2-score to be942

not sensitive to the precise choice within the range between 4 and 8 weeks, see943

Table B.2. Note that interpolation on the Landsat data was carried out for all944

gaps, since the GP interpolation method makes use of the entire time series, and945

interpolated values within a long interpolation take values close to the seasonal946

mean.947

Due to the presence of non-interpolated gaps in the MODIS time series, there948

were weeks when a forecast assessment was not carried out on these data. The949

criteria for being able to do AR forecasting on these data were: (i) the three950

most recent weekly aggregated observations had to be present, since these are951

required for making a prediction; (ii) there had to be an aggregated observation952

present for the week being forecast, so the quality of the prediction could be953
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assessed.2954

Supplementary Material B.3. Comparison of other possible gap-filling methods955

Various gap-filling methods have been used to deal with missing values re-956

sulting from the presence of clouds and atmospheric aerosols. These methods957

are based on either spatial information, temporal information or some combina-958

tion of both spatial and temporal information (Kandasamy et al., 2013; Weiss959

et al., 2014). Temporal interpolation was chosen given that spatial interpolation960

methods suffer from the fact that there are frequently clouds over Kenya that961

cover large groups of neighbouring pixels (although a possible alternative, not962

considered here, would be to make use of other pixels that historically behave963

similarly in time (Cao et al., 2018).964

The performance of the temporal gap-filling methods employed, compared965

with alternative temporal gap-filling methods, was tested by removing observa-966

tions, applying the method, and then comparing the interpolated observations967

with the removed observations. GP interpolation and linear, quadratic and968

cubic polynomial interpolation methods were tested, on both the Landsat and969

MODIS datasets. R2-scores were obtained for using the interpolated values to970

predict the ‘true’ values for the missing observations.971

For the Landsat data, one randomly chosen observation between 1/1/2014972

and 1/2/2019 was removed from each of 2000 randomly selected individual pixel973

time series. From the MODIS data, 2000 random individual pixel NDVI time974

series (1/1/2014 to 1/2/2019) were chosen. 20 randomly selected NDVI values975

were dropped from each of the time series and the various gap-filling methods976

were used to interpolate the dropped values. The results for Landsat are shown977

in Table B.3, and for MODIS in Table B.4. Note that with these methods, the978

2GP forecasting was still possible when (i) failed, but was also not carried out in that case,
since performance would have been worse than usual in this case.
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Table B.3: Comparison of GP method with commonly used interpolation methods as candi-
dates for gap-filling on Landsat data. At the pixel level a random observation was removed,
and then interpolated with each of the listed methods.

Method R2-score

GP 0.67
Linear 0.53
Quadratic -0.07
Cubic -1.92
Last value 0.34
Mean value 0.0

random samples are more likely to come from periods when there are not many979

gaps. It is an assumption that the results are valid across all periods.980

For the Landsat data, the GP method achieved the highest R2-score, thus981

showing its utility, and justifying our choosing it. The R2-score of 0.67, achieved982

by the GP method, is close to the R2-score of 0.76 which is obtained from using983

one Landsat observation to predict a second Landsat observation from the same984

16-day observation period (of which there were instances in the data). Fig. B.1985

shows a contour plot of the true versus interpolated NDVI observations using986

this method. This plot shows that the method doesn’t introduce any biases-987

the slope and intercept are approximately 1 and 0 respectively.988

For the MODIS data, GP, linear interpolation and quadratic interpolation989

all performed similarly well. Quadratic interpolation had the highest R2-score,990

hence this method was chosen for gap-filling on the MODIS data. The higher in-991

terpolation R2-scores for MODIS, compared to Landsat, imply that the MODIS992

data is less noisy than the Landsat data. Assuming that observations from993

MODIS and Landsat have similar signal-to-noise ratio, this can be explained994

by the higher temporal resolution of MODIS, and the compositing of multiple995

observations for the weekly gridded MODIS data. Fig. B.2 shows a contour plot996

of the true versus interpolated NDVI observations using the quadratic interpola-997

tion method. This again demonstrates that the interpolation doesn’t introduce998
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Figure B.1: Contour plot of Landsat observed and predicted NDVI values from the GP inter-
polation.
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Table B.4: Comparison of interpolation methods as candidates for gap-filling on MODIS data.

Method R2-score

GP 0.92
Linear 0.93
Quadratic 0.94
Cubic 0.92
Last value 0.70
Mean value -0.02

biases- the slope and intercept are approximately 1 and 0 respectively.999
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Figure B.2: Contour plot of MODIS observed and predicted NDVI values from 2000 pixels
for gap-filling by quadratic interpolation.
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Table C.5: Performance statistics of NDVI anomaly forecasts with lead times of 2, 4 and 6
weeks. Data for slope and intercept show ordinary least squares estimates ± standard error.

Landsat GP MODIS AR
2 4 6 2 4 6

weeks weeks

R2-score 0.69 0.46 0.27 0.85 0.55 0.33
RMSE 0.029 0.039 0.045 0.025 0.043 0.053
slope 1.1±0.0 1.2±0.0 1.4±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0 1.0±0.0
intercept 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0 0.0±0.0

Supplementary Material C. Further forecast results1000

Fig. C.3 shows contour plots of forecast against actual NDVI anomaly data1001

for the two methods, and Table C.5 shows the R2-scores, RMSE, slope and in-1002

tercept from each of these plots. Figs. C.4 and C.5 plot the forecast performance1003

of the two methods in terms of percentage of standard deviation remaining S,1004

for lead times of 1 to 10 weeks. For NDVI anomaly, for both methods, S ap-1005

proaches the baseline of 100 as the lead time approaches 10 weeks, while for1006

VCI3M, some forecast skill is still apparent at a lead time of 10 weeks. Fig. C.61007

compares the performance of the AR VCI3M forecast with that of the per-1008

sistence VCI3M forecast, on the MODIS data; the persistence forecast being1009

simply the most recent observation. The AR forecast performs substantially1010

better than the persistence forecast, for example, achieving a RMSE of approx-1011

imately half that of the persistence forecast for a lead time of 4 weeks. The1012

GP VCI3M forecast on the Landsat data achieves a similar improvement on the1013

persistence forecast. Fig. C.7 shows, for the MODIS/AR method, the average1014

RMSE of a 4 week forecast against the percentage of pixels from which there1015

was a clear observation during the week the forecast was made. Fig. C.9 shows1016

forecast performance region by region. Fig. C.10 shows alternative ROC curves1017

for drought prediction using the AR method on the MODIS data, based on1018

different thresholds for defining drought.1019
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Figure C.3: Contour plots of NDVI anomaly against two, four and six weeks NDVI anomaly
forecasts. (a,c,e) show forecast performance for the GP method on Landsat data, and (b,d,f)
show forecast performance for the AR method on MODIS data (across the 19 regions for
which a 4 week forecast was possible more than 50% of the time, see main text for details).
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Figure C.4: Forecast performance with a lead time of 1 to 10 weeks using the GP method on
the Landsat data, as given by percentage standard deviation remaining S, for (Left) NDVI
anomaly, and (Right) VCI3M. The blue lines show results for the individual regions, and the
black line shows the median across all regions.
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Figure C.5: Forecast performance with a lead time of 1 to 10 weeks using the AR method
on the MODIS data, as given by percentage standard deviation remaining, for (Left) NDVI
anomaly, and (Right) VCI3M. The blue lines show results for the individual regions for which
a forecast is possible more than 50% of the time, and the black line shows the median across
all 19 of these regions.
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Figure C.6: Comparison of AR forecast with persistence forecast on the MODIS data. For
lead times of 1 to 10 weeks, the RMSE of the AR forecast as a percentage of the RMSE of the
persistence forecast. The blue lines show results for the individual regions for which a 4 week
forecast is possible more than 50% of the time, and the black line shows the median across
these regions.
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Figure C.7: RMSE of 4 week forecast against percentage of clear pixels at most recent obser-
vation, for the AR method on the MODIS data. Plotted points are RMSE for each integer
percentage of clear pixels. The Pearson correlation here is 0.01.
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Figure C.9: Maps of NDVI anomaly and VCI3M 4 week forecast performance region-by-
region for: (a) NDVI anomaly with GP method on Landsat data; (b) NDVI anomaly with
AR method on MODIS data; (c) VCI3M with GP method on Landsat data; (d) VCI3M with
AR method on MODIS data. In (a), asterisks indicate regions where selected pixels had a
minimum of 180, rather than 250, clean observations. (e) shows the percentages of weeks that
the AR method provided a 4 week VCI3M forecast.
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Figure C.10: ROC curves for predicting drought with drought defined at various NDMA
thresholds. Possible hit rates against possible false alarm rates for the AR method on the
MODIS data for the detection of: (Top) Any drought, VCI3M<35, (Middle) Severe or extreme
drought VCI3M<20,(Bottom) Extreme drought VCI3M<10.
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Supplementary Material C.1. Effect of including observations from other re-1020

gions in the AR model1021

For the MODIS data, we tested to see whether we could improve the pre-

diction of VCI3M by incorporating the past of VCI3M from a distinct region in

the AR model, i.e. Granger causality analysis was performed. Taking X as the

VCI3M of the region to be forecast, as in equation (3), and Y to be the VCI3M

from another region, the extended model was fit:

Xt+n =

p−1∑
i=0

aiXt−i +

q−1∑
i=0

biYt−i + ε′t , (C.1)

and Granger causality measured as the percentage reduction in RMSE obtained1022

when the extended model is used instead of the previous (reduced) model (3).1023

We tested for Granger causality of VCI3M from each region to each other1024

region (within the set of regions for which predictions could be made more than1025

50% of the time). That is, for each pair of distinct regions, i and j, the 31026

most recent observations from region j were added to the AR forecast model1027

for region i, and the RMSE was compared with that obtained without including1028

observations from region j. There was not strong Granger causality of VCI3M1029

between most regions. For only a few combinations was there a reduction in1030

RMSE of more than 5%, see Fig. C.11. Nevertheless, these results suggest that,1031

to create the optimal linear regression based forecasting method, data from all1032

regions should be used. Future work will explore how best to extract any useful1033

information from regions other than the one being forecast.1034

1035
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Figure C.11: Granger causality of VCI3M from each region to each other region, computed on
the MODIS data, measured as percentage reduction in RMSE when observations from region
‘From’ are added to the AR model for forecasting region ‘To’ at a lead time of 4 weeks. Only
substantial Granger causalities are shown, i.e. those with percentage reduction in RMSE of
more than 5%.
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